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Executive Summary
Purpose and Methodology
The National Acquisitions Group Quality of Shelf-Ready Metadata Survey collected data from 50 Higher Education
libraries in the UK and Ireland to inform recommendations for functional shelf-ready MARC records supplied via the
Joint Consortia Framework Agreement for the supply of Books, E-books, Standing Orders and Related Materials.
Survey responses were submitted electronically via Google Forms; the data was then exported for analysis in Excel.

Findings
The majority of the 50 survey respondents reported that they receive shelf-ready MARC records for print books
and/or e-books from multiple Framework suppliers, rather than using only one supplier.
• 70% receive records for print books and 90% for e-books; with 64% receiving records for both formats.
• Only 14% of respondents receive records for e-textbooks.
• The most widely used Framework suppliers are: ProQuest, Dawson, Askews & Holts and EBSCO.
When assessing whether to receive shelf-ready records from Framework suppliers, libraries consider issues of cost,
record-quality and the amount of manual intervention or impact on existing workflows that would be incurred,
alongside the availability and cost of any alternative sources or mechanisms for metadata supply.
•
•
•

74% of the survey respondents reported having negotiated with one or more of the Framework suppliers
about their shelf-ready record requirements, and almost a quarter (24.5%) reported being dissatisfied
with the overall quality of shelf-ready records being supplied via the Framework.
88% of survey respondents perform some form of quality control on shelf-ready records sent by
suppliers, with 96% indicating that they correct errors and 82% indicating that they report issues back.
The main reasons given by respondents for not being able to check, correct or report back errors in shelfready records were: “volume of records and staff-time constraints.”

The most commonly encountered issue with shelf-ready records reported by 72% of respondents is Incomplete or
brief records with missing MARC fields. Also frequently encountered are: Incorrect or inaccurate data in MARC
fields (i.e. doesn’t match the purchased title); Data recorded incorrectly in MARC fields (spelling,
capitalisation, punctuation etc.) and Missing subject headings.
•
•

94% of respondents agree or strongly agree that it would save them time and effort, and improve the
discovery experience, if shelf-ready records supplied via the Framework met an agreed standard of quality.
82% of respondents strongly agree or agree that their library would rather be supplied with full records
that have correct MARC-field coding and accurately recorded data elements, than be supplied with brief
records with fewer MARC fields, as these do not provide a full level of discoverability.

The majority of respondents consider MARC fields containing the following accurately recorded descriptive and
authority-controlled metadata elements as essential to their shelf-ready record requirements:
1. Title(s) – including authorised Title Heading(s) (if applicable).
24X
2. Creator(s) – including authorised Name Heading(s)
1XX/7XX
3. Subjects – including authorised Subject Headings
65X
4. Resource-type, format and publication data in Control Fields
LDR/006/007/008
5. ISBNs
020
6. Edition data (if applicable).
250
7. Publication/Imprint data
264
8. Physical description (pagination etc.) data
3XX
9. Series – including authorised Series Heading(s) (if applicable). 490/830
10. Electronic access URL – for e-book
856
11. Item classmark (LC/DDC/UDC as specified by library)
050/082/080
12. EOD – order info
9XX
The inclusion of additional descriptive metadata elements such as contents notes, abstracts and summaries
(5XX), are also desirable to a number of respondents, but are not generally considered to be critical. – This also
applies to unique bibliographic identifiers, such as LoC and National Bibliography control numbers (010/015).
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The main themes that emerged from respondents’ free-text comments were:
Accuracy of the Metadata in Shelf-Ready Records:
• “There should be a minimum standard of accuracy and required MARC fields applied across all suppliers”
Level of Detail in Shelf-Ready Records:
• “We would rather have lots of fields rather than brief records where we need to add information.”
• “We do not require perfection. We need records that serve the various purposes we use them for, including
discovery and verification of works. We also need records that are as future-proof as possible, and help us
to be ready for linked data, not just giving the nod to RDA requirements.”
Need for Clearer Agreed Standards for Functional Shelf-Ready Records:
• The schedule for shelf-ready metadata in the current Framework Agreement is not adequate, this is
misleading for suppliers and libraries alike; clearer standards would be mutually beneficial to all Framework
stakeholders.
Desire for Value for Money as Impetus to use Shelf-Ready Services:
• “The big selling-point of adopting a shelf-ready service is that it should improve workflow efficiency and
streamline the library’s method of ordering, receiving, cataloguing and processing materials, thus freeing
up staff time for other technical projects. At present the amount of record-checking and correction work we
have to do means that we are not realising the efficiencies that were promised.”

Conclusions
The majority of libraries that opt to use shelf-ready services tend to use a variety of Framework suppliers across
various resource formats. These libraries have indicated that a more unified and consistent approach to shelfready records by all Framework suppliers is desirable, as it would assist them with ensuring the reliability and
interoperability of their metadata.
At present, the Framework Agreement does not contain enough clear and detailed information about current
library metadata standards. In particular, there is insufficient clarity regarding the level of detail and accuracy
that libraries require for their metadata, and no requirement that it meet RDA and MARC21 standards, meaning
that suppliers do not have enough information to inform their shelf-ready metadata services.
There is, therefore, a need for clearer standards regarding shelf-ready MARC records to be established, so that
suppliers can work with libraries to ensure that the metadata in the supply chain is functional for a variety of discovery
purposes, and does not require each library to perform manual checking, correction or enrichment tasks.
The data gathered by the NAG Quality of Shelf-Ready Metadata Survey demonstrates that there is a need to
provide up-to-date and standardised recommendations for functional shelf-ready MARC records supplied via
the Framework Agreement. If this consistent approach to shelf-ready MARC record specifications can be agreed
on by all libraries and suppliers signing up to the Framework, it would be to their mutual benefit in making shelfready services fit for purpose and has the potential for encouraging purchasing via the Framework.

Recommendations
The responses to survey-questions related to essential MARC metadata elements for shelf-ready records reveal
that a consensus can be found regarding shelf-ready metadata requirements. Whilst the majority of libraries
would ideally like to be supplied with full records that contain both detailed and accurate data (to RDA and
MARC21 standards), there is agreement that briefer records are acceptable if suppliers are unable to provide
full and detailed records without a reduction in accuracy (i.e. errors that require in-house correction).
In addition to the information on essential MARC fields above, the example records included in the appendix to
this report provide a guide to how data should be accurately recorded in shelf-ready MARC records for print
books, e-books and e-textbooks. The example records also contain provision for desirable additional metadata
elements (such as content notes etc.) and library specific metadata elements such as bespoke classmarks
and embedded order data (EOD).
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Quality of Shelf-Ready Metadata
Analysis of Survey Responses
The objective of the National Acquisitions Group Quality of Shelf-Ready Metadata Survey was to collect data from
libraries in the UK and Ireland to inform recommendations for functional shelf-ready MARC records supplied via the
Joint Consortia Framework Agreement for the supply of Books, E-books, Standing Orders and Related Materials.1
This survey was intended as an opportunity for libraries that are members of the relevant purchasing consortia2 to
give feedback about their experiences and levels of satisfaction with the quality of the shelf-ready records that they
have been receiving for print books and e-books purchased from Framework suppliers.3
This report provides an analysis of survey responses to determine libraries’ most commonly encountered problems
with shelf-ready records for print books, e-books and e-textbooks. The report also provides an assessment of surveydata related to the in-house quality-control and correction/enrichment work that library staff are currently having to
perform on shelf-ready records.
Finally, this report provides an analysis of which accurately recorded MARC metadata elements libraries consider
to be essential to their discoverability requirements for print books, e-books and e-textbooks. – This data can then
be used to refine library recommendations for functional shelf-ready records, and to provide evidence to suppliers
of customer-demand for a standardised approach to shelf-ready record specifications.

1. Survey Respondents4
Fig. 1. Survey respondents by region.

The survey received 50 responses from a variety of Higher Education libraries across the UK and Ireland (with the
exception of East Anglia and the Southwest). There were more responses from London than any other region,
perhaps due to a high density of Higher Education institutions in this area.
The current Framework Agreement (LIB4035 SU) runs until 31/07/2021; NAG’s intention is for their recommendations to be discussed
with SUPC as the lead consortia negotiating the specifications of the next iteration of the Framework Agreement with suppliers.
2 SUPC, NEUPC, NWUPC, LUPC, HEPCW, NEYAL, MUAL, NoWAL, WHELF (APUC have the option to join at a later date).
3 Askews & Holts Library Services Ltd, Bibliotech Education Ltd., Blackwell UK Ltd, Browns Books for Students, Casalini Libri SpA,
Dawson Books, EBSCO Information Services, John Smith & Sons Ltd, Kortext, Otto Harrassowitz GmbH & Co. KG, and ProQuest.
4 Survey respondents’ institution names were recorded to assess regional coverage; this data has been anonymised for this report.
1
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2. Usage of Framework Suppliers for Shelf-Ready Records for Print Books
Fig. 2. Respondents receiving shelf-ready MARC records for print books (Lots 1 & 2), and/or
print book standing orders (Lot 3), by Framework supplier.

Analysis:
•

70% of the 50 survey respondents indicated that they receive shelf-ready MARC records for print books
from one or more of the Framework suppliers.

•

ProQuest is the most commonly used Framework supplier for shelf-ready MARC records for print books,
with almost half of survey respondents (48%) indicated that they receive print book records from them.

•

The second most commonly used Framework supplier for shelf-ready MARC records for print books is
Dawson Books, with 40% respondents indicating that they receive print book records from them.

•

None of the respondents indicated that they receive shelf-ready MARC records for print books from
Blackwell UK Ltd., Casalini Libri SpA, or Otto Harrassowitz GmBH & Co. – Without further data it is not
possible to determine exactly why this is the case, however, two of these suppliers specialise in European
language print books and it is possible that respondents have lower purchasing demands for this material.

•

Of the 70% of survey respondents that receive shelf-ready MARC records for print books, 43% indicated
that they use only one of the Framework suppliers; 14% only use ProQuest, and 12% only use Dawson.
These two groups make up about a quarter (26%) of the total number of survey respondents.

•

Of the 70% survey respondents that receive shelf-ready MARC records for print books, 57% indicated that
they use two or more of the Framework suppliers for print books; this is 40% of the total number of
respondents.

Whilst ProQuest and Dawson are the two most commonly used suppliers for shelf-ready MARC records for print
books, they are rarely the only supplier being used by respondents; the majority reported that they receive shelfready MARC records for print books from multiple Framework suppliers.
This pattern of using multiple suppliers may be due to differences in the shelf-ready service provided by each supplier
(cost, time-frames, levels of record-supply etc.), and also to the availability of titles for purchase; some print books
may only be available from certain suppliers.
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3. Usage of Framework Suppliers for Shelf-Ready Records for E-Books
Fig. 3. Respondents receiving shelf-ready MARC records for individual e-book titles
and/or packages (Lot 4), by Framework supplier.

Analysis:
•

90% of survey respondents indicated that they receive shelf-ready MARC records for e-books from one or
more of the Framework suppliers.

•

Again, ProQuest is the most commonly used Framework supplier, with 78% of respondents indicating that
they receive shelf-ready MARC records for e-books from this supplier.

•

Dawson is the second most commonly used Framework supplier, with 62% of respondents indicating that
they receive shelf-ready MARC records for e-books from them.

•

Only 1 supplier was not selected by any of the respondents; BibliU (Bibliotech Education Ltd.).

•

Of the 90% of survey respondents that receive shelf-ready MARC records for e-books, only 20% indicated
that they use only one of the Framework suppliers, whilst 29% indicated that they use two suppliers and
51% indicated that they use three or more suppliers.

•

The data indicates that 20% more survey respondents are receiving shelf-ready MARC records for e-books
than are receiving them for print books.

•

Additionally, 22% more respondents are receiving shelf-ready MARC records from two or more Framework
suppliers for e-books than are doing so for print books.

Whilst ProQuest and Dawson are the most commonly used Framework suppliers for shelf-ready MARC records
for e-books, their dominance is not as marked as with print books. EBSCO Information Services GmBH and
Askews & Holts Library Services Ltd. are also commonly used suppliers for e-books, with half of respondents
indicating that they receive shelf-ready MARC records for e-books from EBSCO, and 42% from Askews & Holts.
The response-data indicates that institutions are generally receiving shelf-ready MARC records for e-books from
multiple Framework suppliers. As with print book supply, the use of multiple suppliers is potentially due to
differences in the shelf-ready service provided by each supplier (cost, time-frames, level of record-supply etc.)
as well as to the availability of e-book titles for purchase from suppliers.
The definite trend for libraries opting to use multiple suppliers for shelf-ready records indicates that there should
ideally be consistency across Framework suppliers in terms of the quality of the shelf-ready records being
delivered to customers.
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4. Usage of Framework Suppliers for Shelf-Ready Records for E-Textbooks
Fig. 4. Respondents receiving shelf-ready MARC records for e-textbooks (Lot 5), by Framework supplier.

Analysis:
•

•

86% of the survey respondents indicated that they do not currently receive shelf-ready MARC records for
e-textbooks from any of the Framework suppliers. Uptake of shelf-ready MARC records for e-textbooks is
therefore 56% lower than for print books and 76% lower than for e-books.
Of the 14% of respondents who do receive shelf-ready MARC records for e-textbooks, 86% indicated that
they are doing so from BibliU, with the remaining 2% of respondents using Kortext.

Combined data from responses to questions 1-4 is presented in Fig. 5. – This Venn diagram provides an overlap
analysis of the uptake of shelf-ready MARC records across the three formats available via the Framework.
Analysis:

Fig. 5. Respondents receiving shelf-ready MARC records from
Framework suppliers, by format.

•

2% of survey respondents indicated that
they do not receive shelf-ready records for
any of the three formats.

•

10% of respondents indicated that they
receive shelf-ready records for all three
formats.

•

6% of respondents receive shelf-ready
records for print books only and 24%
receive records for e-books only.

•

18% more respondents receive shelfready records for e-books only
compared to those receiving shelfready records for print books only.

•

Over half of survey respondents (54%)
receive shelf-ready records for both ebook and print book formats, but are not
receiving records for e-textbooks.

•

The percentage of respondents receiving records for both e-books and print books rises to 64% if the 10% of
respondents who are receiving records for all three formats is included.

•

More survey respondents are receiving shelf-ready records for both print books and e-books, or for all three
formats, than are receiving shelf-ready records for print books only or for e-books only.
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As 64% of respondents are receiving shelf-ready MARC records for both print books and e-books via the Framework,
it is helpful to assess the main suppliers that are being used for the delivery of both these formats.
Fig. 6. Respondents receiving shelf-ready MARC records for both print books and
e-books from the same Framework supplier.

Analysis:
•

The data shows that 66% of the respondents who are receiving shelf-ready MARC records for both print
books and e-books are doing so from ProQuest, and 53% are doing so from Dawson.

•

This indicates that the 50% of all respondents who are receiving shelf-ready MARC records for e-books
from EBSCO and the 42% who are receiving them from Askews & Holts, are generally receiving shelf-ready
MARC records for e-books only from these suppliers. These respondents are either using a different supplier
for shelf-ready MARC records for print books, or are not receiving any shelf-ready records for print books.

•

Again, a library’s choice of Framework supplier/s for shelf-ready materials is likely to be related to the
availability of titles for purchase (in print book and/or e-book format), as well as to differences in the shelfready service provided by each supplier (cost, time-frames, level of record-supply etc.).

A closer examination of the data from respondents receiving shelf-ready MARC records from EBSCO, Askews
& Holts, Dawson and ProQuest can be seen in Fig. 7.
Fig. 7. Respondents receiving shelf-ready MARC records from
EBSCO, Askews & Holts, Dawson and ProQuest, by format.

Analysis:
•

42% of survey respondents receive shelf-ready MARC records for both print books and e-books from
ProQuest, this is more than the proportion of respondents using other Framework suppliers, with Dawson
coming a fairly close second on 34%.
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•

44% of respondents receive shelf-ready MARC records for e-books only from EBSCO, this is more than the
proportion of respondents using other Framework suppliers, but ProQuest is not far behind on 36%.

•

12% of survey respondents receive shelf-ready MARC records for print books only from Askews & Holts,
making them the most used supplier for print books only. However, data from responses to question 2 shows
that Browns (a supplier that offers print book shelf-ready records only) is not far behind on 10%.

•

88% of respondents who receive shelf-ready MARC records from EBSCO are doing so for e-books only –
this is the highest proportion of respondents using a supplier for shelf-ready records for e-books only
compared to the other Framework suppliers.

•

22% of respondents who receive shelf-ready MARC records from Askews & Holts are doing so for print
books only; this is the highest proportion of respondents using a supplier for shelf-ready records for print
books only, with the exception of Browns (who only offer print books).

•

50% of respondents who receive shelf-ready MARC records from ProQuest or Dawson are doing so for
both print books and e-books. The other 50% are largely receiving shelf-ready records for e-books only.

The survey data indicates that, whilst the overall uptake of shelf-ready MARC records for e-books is higher than the
overall uptake for print books, more respondents are receiving shelf-ready MARC records for both e-books and print
books than are receiving records for just one of those formats.
Whilst only 14% of respondents are receiving shelf-ready records for e-textbooks (compared to 70% for print books
and 90% for e-books) any recommendations about record quality should be applied to all three formats. As e-books
and e-textbooks require similar metadata (due to the fact both formats are electronic) any specifications for shelfready records for e-books should also be applied to shelf-ready records for e-textbooks. The only difference in the
records may be the electronic access information, as e-textbooks can have more limited access licenses.
The survey data shows that, whilst more respondents are receiving shelf-ready MARC records from ProQuest and
Dawson than from the other Framework suppliers, the vast majority of respondents are not using either of these
suppliers on their own. Instead the majority of respondents are receiving shelf-ready MARC records from multiple
Framework suppliers for both print books and e-books. This suggests that a unified and consistent approach to
shelf-ready records provided by all Framework suppliers for all book formats would be preferable, as it would
increase the ability of libraries to ensure the reliability and interoperability of their metadata.

5. Reasons for Not Receiving Shelf-Ready Records
Survey respondents were asked to provide reasons why their institution does not receive shelf-ready MARC records
for print books, e-books or e-textbooks from Framework suppliers. 12% of respondents indicated that they do not
receive shelf-ready records because they have access to an alternative mechanism for metadata-supply:
o MARC records are purchased from a third-party such as BDS, or downloaded (using the Z39.50
protocol) from OCLC WorldCat via an institutional subscription.
o MARC records are accessed through a centralised bibliographic database managed by a Library
Management System provider e.g. Ex Libris’ Alma Community Zone or Capita Libraries’ Base.
o MARC records are created in-house by library cataloguers.
Other reasons given by respondents for not receiving shelf-ready MARC records were:
o “Cost and historical practice” or “Budget restrictions.”
o Concerns about workflows: “don't consider e-book records supplied attached to email as ‘shelf-ready.’”
o Concerns about record quality: “too much manual intervention and record-checking necessary.”
When assessing whether to receive shelf-ready MARC records from Framework suppliers, libraries consider issues
of cost, record-quality and the amount of manual intervention or impact on existing workflows that would be
incurred, as well as the availability and cost of any alternative sources or mechanisms for metadata supply.
Accordingly, each of these issues should be taken into consideration when Framework suppliers design their shelfready service; the quality and standard of records being offered is just as important to customers as cost and/or
workflow efficiencies.
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6. Engagement with Framework Suppliers Regarding Shelf-Ready Metadata
The shelf-ready metadata provisions in the Framework Agreement state that catalogue records should be supplied:
"[I]n the MARC format specified by the Library [with] Cataloguing according to AACR2, RDA, or any
other current or future recognised standard to the level specified by the Library."
The onus therefore appears to be on libraries to negotiate with Framework suppliers individually about their shelfready record specifications in terms of both cataloguing standards and levels of description.
Fig. 8. Respondents negotiating with Framework suppliers about shelf-ready metadata specifications.

Analysis:
•

74% of the survey respondents reported having negotiated with one or more of the Framework suppliers
about their shelf-ready MARC record requirements.

•

More than half (56%) of survey respondents reported having negotiated with two or more of the Framework
suppliers about their shelf-ready MARC record specifications.

•

Interestingly, 2% of survey respondents reported that they had negotiated with Framework suppliers about
their shelf-ready MARC record specifications, yet do not currently receive any shelf-ready MARC records
from these suppliers (Blackwell, Casalini and Harrassowitz).

•

Similarly, 10% of the 40% respondents that reported negotiating with Askews & Holts regarding their shelfready MARC record specifications, do not currently receive any records from them, and the 4% of
respondents that reported negotiating with BibliU, do not currently receive any records from them either.

The fact that almost a quarter of respondents are negotiating independently with Framework suppliers about shelfready records suggests that the current shelf-ready metadata specifications in the Framework Agreement are too
general to meet their requirements. Consequently, the majority of libraries are individually providing additional details
about their MARC record specifications to suppliers, rather than the Framework Agreement providing a unified
recommended standard for all stakeholders to follow.
The Framework suppliers that the largest number of respondents have negotiated with about shelf-ready record
specifications are naturally the suppliers that the largest number of respondents are receiving shelf-ready MARC
records from; ProQuest, Dawson, Askews & Holts, and EBSCO.
12
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Fig. 9. Respondents negotiating about their shelf-ready metadata specifications and
receiving shelf-ready MARC records from Framework suppliers.

Analysis:
• An average of 64% of respondents receiving shelf-ready MARC records from these suppliers reported
having negotiated with them about their shelf-ready record specifications.
•

Almost three quarters of survey respondents that are receiving shelf-ready records from ProQuest and
Askews & Holts have negotiated with them regarding shelf-ready metadata requirements and specifications.

7. Reasons for Not Engaging with Framework Suppliers Regarding Shelf-Ready Metadata
Survey respondents were asked to provide reasons for deciding not to negotiate with Framework suppliers about
their shelf-ready MARC record requirements.
The 26% of survey respondents who indicated that they had not negotiated with any of the Framework suppliers
about their shelf-ready MARC record requirements stated that this was because:
o “We accept records in good faith” from suppliers and only negotiate if local modifications are
required, e.g. bespoke classmarks or formatting of embedded order data (EOD).
o “Metadata requirements have been included as part of the Framework; we let this negotiate for us.”
o “We are happy with any MARC format as long as the records are good quality and consistent.”
One of the respondents who has negotiated with one or more of the Framework suppliers also commented:
o “We have minimum cataloguing standards so the aim is to not have to mediate our shelf-ready
MARC records too much. Liaison is around quality control rather than negotiating specifications.”
These comments suggest that over a quarter of the libraries using the Framework for the supply of shelf-ready
records for print books and e-books are working on the basis that specifications related to MARC record quality and
standards have already been negotiated with suppliers through the Framework Agreement’s terms.
The other three-quarters of libraries that are receiving shelf-ready records and have negotiated with suppliers on an
individual basis, have done so because they are concerned with ensuring that they receive records of a consistent
quality, minimising the amount intervention that is needed before they are fit for the library’s purposes of discovery
and access. Additionally, some libraries have negotiated with suppliers because they have certain local requirements
for their shelf-ready records, such as the inclusion of a bespoke classification scheme.
13
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8-9. Respondents’ Perceptions of Shelf-Ready MARC Record Quality
Fig. 10. Levels of satisfaction with the quality of shelf-ready records received from Framework suppliers.

Analysis:
• Just over half of respondents (56%) indicated that they are satisfied with the overall quality of shelf-ready
records that they receive from Framework suppliers; 8% more respondents selected this option for print
book records than did so for e-book records.
• Only 16.5% of respondents indicated that they are very satisfied with the overall quality of shelf-ready
records that they receive from Framework suppliers; 7% more respondents selected this option for print
book records than did so for e-book records.
• Almost a quarter of respondents (24.5%) indicated that they are dissatisfied with the quality of shelf-ready
records that they receive from Framework suppliers; 13% more respondents selected this option for e-book
records than did so for print book records.
The data indicates that, whilst many respondents are generally content with the overall quality of shelf-ready records
supplied via the Framework, there is definite scope for improvement particularly regarding e-book record quality.

10-11. Quality Control of Shelf-Ready MARC Records
Fig. 11. Respondents performing quality-control on shelf-ready records from Framework suppliers.

Analysis:
• 88% of survey respondents perform some form of quality control or spot-checking on shelf-ready MARC
records sent by Framework suppliers; 60% check individual records, and 28% check samples of records.
14
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Only 8% of respondents indicated that they do not perform quality control on shelf-ready records.5

The reasons that respondents gave for not performing quality control were:
o “Not enough time or knowledgeable staff to quality check records.”
o “We only perform quality control if we have reason to believe the records may need amending (e.g.
previous issues with a supplier).”
o “We accept MARC records as they come unless errors are identified ad-hoc e.g. spelling mistakes.”

12-13. Correction of Shelf-Ready MARC Records
Fig. 12. Frequency of respondents correcting shelf-ready records from Framework suppliers.

Analysis:
• 96% of survey respondents indicated that if they find errors or quality-control issues in the shelf-ready MARC
records that they receive from Framework suppliers, they spend time correcting them.
•

A combined total of 88% of respondents always or frequently correct or enrich shelf-ready MARC records,
with an additional 8% occasionally doing this type of improvement work.

•

There were no respondents who indicated that they never correct or enrich shelf-ready MARC records sent
by Framework suppliers.6

The main reason that respondents gave for not always correcting shelf-ready records was: “volume of records
and staff-time constraints.”
Some respondents indicated that a lack of staff-resources means that they rely on errors or problems to be
reported to them for retrospective rectification on an as-encountered or ad-hoc basis because they lack the
resources to undertake proactive checking and correction work.
The fact that a large proportion of survey respondents reported that their library has to spend time on quality-control
and error-correction processes for shelf-ready records indicates that at present the metadata being supplied by
Framework suppliers does not completely meet their functional requirements.
There is, therefore, a need for clearer standards regarding shelf-ready MARC records to be established, so that
suppliers can work with libraries to ensure that the metadata in the supply chain is functional for a variety of discovery
purposes, and does not require manual checking, correction or enrichment.

5
6

4% of respondents selected not applicable as they do not receive shelf-ready MARC records for e-books and/or print books.
Ibid.
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14-15. Reporting Quality Issues with Shelf-Ready MARC Records
Analysis:
•

Only 18% of survey respondents said that
they never report errors or quality issues in
shelf-ready MARC records back to
Framework suppliers.7

•

60% of respondents indicated that they
occasionally report quality problems with
shelf-ready MARC records back to the
Framework supplier. – This is the same
proportion as the number of respondents
who perform quality-control on individual
records and who always correct or enrich
records in-house.

•

A combined total of 18% of respondents
always or frequently report quality
problems with shelf-ready MARC records
back to Framework suppliers. – This is quite
a small proportion of respondents
considering that 88% are carrying out
record-checking and always or frequently
make corrections to records.

Fig. 13. Frequency of respondents reporting issues with
shelf-ready records back to Framework suppliers.

Respondents’ main reason for not reporting errors or quality issues in shelf-ready MARC records to Framework
suppliers was: “It would be too time-consuming.”
Some of the respondents’ comments indicated that for certain libraries there is currently a level of acceptance that
shelf-ready records will not meet the same quality-standards as bibliographic records created by in-house
cataloguing, and will therefore need some corrections or enrichment prior to use:
• “Some of the fields not supplied are those that are considered optional/cataloguers judgement, e.g.
FAST headings, 520/505 fields.”
• “There are systematic failures to follow guidelines around the creation of e-book MARC records,
however, we don't pay for [the records] so [they] can't really be expected to be of high quality.”
This indicates that some libraries assume that they will compromise on record quality if they opt for a shelf-ready
service and do not perform any checking or correction work on supplied records.
Some respondents suggested that they do not always report errors in shelf-records back to suppliers as doing so is
incompatible with existing workflows and does not always lead to a resolution or improvement:
• “Usually we notice them [errors] long after we load them [the records].”
• “I wait for error to be repeated otherwise communication takes longer than fixing it.”
Respondents also made comments about the types of errors or quality issues in shelf-ready records that they do
report back to Framework suppliers:
• “We only contact the vendor if the wrong record (or no record) is supplied for an e-book.”
• “We report it if our classmark requirements are processed incorrectly by the supplier.”
• “When the record doesn't have a 245 field we would report it, otherwise we might feedback about
general issues with quality such as absence of 65X fields.”

7

Ibid.
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More detail regarding the types of errors or problems with shelf-ready records that are commonly encountered
by survey respondents can be seen in the response-data for questions 16 and 17 below.

16-17. Quality Issues with Shelf-Ready MARC Records
Fig. 14. Respondents’ commonly encountered issues with shelf-ready records supplied via the Framework

Analysis:
• The majority of respondents indicated that they have encountered at least one of the twenty issues provided;
the average number of problems that respondents have encountered with shelf-ready records is four for
print books and six for e-books.
17
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•

Incomplete or brief records with missing MARC fields is by far the most commonly encountered issue
with shelf-ready records, selected by 72% of respondents across both print books and e-books.
o 66% of respondents have encountered this problem with shelf-ready records for e-books and
42% have experienced it with shelf-ready records for print books.

•

Incorrect or inaccurate data in MARC fields (i.e. doesn’t match the purchased title) is the second most
commonly encountered issue with shelf-ready records for print books, as indicated by 32% of respondents.
38% also selected this as a frequently encountered problem with shelf-ready records for e-books.

•

The joint second-most commonly encountered issues with shelf-ready records for e-books are Data
recorded incorrectly in MARC fields (spelling, capitalisation, punctuation etc.) and Missing subject
headings; both were selected by 48% of respondents.

•

Respondents reported two issues as more common with print book records than e-book records:
o AACR2 records supplied when RDA preferred/required – encountered by 26% of
respondents for print book records versus 24% for e-book records.
o Missing classification numbers (Dewey, LC) – encountered by 12% of respondents for print
book records versus 8% for print books.

•

Incorrect character-mapping of diacritics and special characters is also a commonly encountered issue
with shelf-ready records, as indicated by a total of 46% of respondents.
o 42% of respondents reported having experienced this issue with e-book records compared to
24% with print book records.

•

A total of 38% of respondents have encountered problems in shelf-ready records with Missing Access
Points (Uniform Title and Name Headings). 36% of respondents have experienced it with e-book records
and 22% with print book records.

•

Lack of Authority Control across all types of controlled heading also ranked highly as a frequently
encountered issue in shelf-ready records, as indicated by 76% of respondents.
o 36% of respondents reported facing this issue with Name Headings, 28% reported it with
Subject Headings, and 24% indicated that they have experienced it with Series Headings.

In addition to the twenty issues provided in question 16, respondents indicated that they have also encountered:
o “Records missing a 245 title field.”
o “Records containing non-standard terminology.”
o “Records with obsolete MARC fields.”
o “The record supplied for a volume in a multipart set is the set-record without volume details.”
o “Brief/express MARC records supplied; no mechanism for receiving a replacement updated full record.”
o “Guidelines for creation of vendor neutral/vendor specific records consistently ignored.”
Respondents also indicated that they have encountered issues with ISBN data:
o “Incorrect or inconsistent ISBNs (e.g. the same title on multiple platforms may have multiple ISBNs).”
o “Inconsistent identifiers e.g. multiple ISBNs for different formats or ISBNs that differ from the book in hand.”
Finally, respondents provided comments about specific issues with classification that they have encountered:
o “We are a UDC library and the records never have a 080 field.”
o “Classmarks are supplied using wrong schema i.e. Dewey not LC.”
o “Failure to apply local classmark practice in full.”
The data suggests that survey respondents have experienced a diverse range of quality issues or errors in shelfready MARC records supplied via the Framework. The majority of these issues are related to data being recorded
inaccurately or incorrectly in MARC fields, however, issues related to missing data elements or a lack of authority
control are also prevalent.
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18-22. Determining Agreed Standards of Quality for Shelf-Ready MARC Records
Fig. 15. Respondents’ level of agreement with consequences of setting quality standards for shelf-ready records.

Analysis:
• 94% of respondents agree or strongly agree with the statement that it would save them time and effort, and
improve the discovery experience for library-users, if shelf-ready MARC records provided by Framework
suppliers met an agreed standard of quality (specified by libraries).Three-quarters of the respondents who
were in agreement with this statement selected strongly agree.
•

There were no respondents who selected disagree or strongly disagree in response to this statement. This
indicates a tangible customer-demand for suppliers to work with libraries in order to meet quality standards
for shelf-ready records, as this will ultimately improve the discovery experience for users, leading to increased
usage of collections.

•

30% of respondents agree or strongly agree with the statement that it would be likely that their library would
order more titles via the Framework if shelf-ready MARC records provided by Framework suppliers met an
agreed standard of quality. This is more than the number of respondents who selected disagree or strongly
disagree in response to this statement (24%).

•

46% of respondents were neutral about this statement; this may be because purchasing decisions and
supplier-selection are not part of their job description as metadata specialists and cataloguers, or that they
suspect other factors would also need to be considered, such as cost and availability of titles.
Fig. 16. Respondents’ level of agreement with supply of brief shelf-ready records versus full shelf-ready records.
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Analysis:
•

52% of respondents agree or strongly agree with the statement that their library would like to be supplied
with brief records, with correct MARC-field coding and accurately recorded data elements, rather than be
supplied with full records that contain errors requiring in-house correction.

•

Just over a quarter of respondents (26%) disagree or strongly disagree with the statement that their library
prefers brief records done accurately to full records requiring in-house modifications; this is slightly more than
the number who were neutral on this issue (22%).

•

82% of respondents strongly agree or agree that their library would rather be supplied with full records that
have correct MARC-field coding and accurately recorded data elements, than be supplied with brief records
with fewer MARC fields, as these do not provide a full level of discoverability.

•

Only 8% of respondents indicated that they disagree or strongly disagree with the idea that their library
would prefer to be supplied with full records rather than brief records, and 10% were neutral about this choice.

Fig. 17. Respondents’ level of agreement with supply of RDA-compliant shelf-ready records.

Analysis:
•

96% of respondents agree or strongly agree with the statement that their library would like shelf-ready
records to be catalogued to RDA standards. 77% of those in agreement selected strongly agree.

•

2% of respondents were neutral on this issue, but these are respondents who do not currently receive any
shelf-ready records for print books or e-books from Framework suppliers.

•

Additionally, 2% of respondents selected strongly disagree in response to this statement; they did not
provide any comments as to why they do not currently require records to meet the most current international
cataloguing standards, but this is most likely due to the fact that their library has not yet fully adopted RDA
standards.

The responses to the statements suggest that opinion is somewhat divided as to whether being supplied with brief
but accurate records is preferable to being supplied with full records that require correction. – It would appear that
some libraries are prepared to forgo a certain level of detail in their shelf-ready records in order to avoid qualitycontrol issues and data errors that require correcting, even if this means that their metadata does not provide a full
level of discoverability. As indicated in the responses to questions 11, 13 and 15, this is primarily due to some
libraries having limited staff-resources and time for performing in-house record-checking and correction work.
The fact that almost a quarter of respondents neither agreed nor disagreed with the statement in question 20
suggests that a sizeable proportion do not want to have to choose between being supplied with brief but accurate
records or detailed but potentially inaccurate records; neither option is their preference.
In contrast, the responses to question 21 demonstrate that the majority of libraries consider full and accurate records
to be preferable to brief and accurate records. – This suggests that there is customer-demand for Framework
suppliers to work with libraries to ensure that shelf-ready records contain quality descriptive bibliographic metadata,
where “quality” means both detail and accuracy.
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Responses to questions 23 and 24 clarify which MARC metadata elements libraries consider to be essential for
providing accurate, detailed bibliographic description and access points for purchased print book and e-book titles.

23-24. Essential MARC fields in Shelf-Ready Records
Fig. 18. MARC metadata elements that are essential to respondents’ shelf-ready record
requirements for e-books.
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Fig. 19. MARC metadata elements that are essential to respondents’ shelf-ready record
requirements for print books.
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Analysis:
•

The same six MARC metadata elements were selected by the majority of respondents as essential for their
shelf-ready record requirements for print books and e-books:
o 1XX - Main Entry Name/Title Heading AAP
o 264(s) $a $b $c – Publication Copyright etc.
o 020s $a $z $q – ISBNs (pbk. hbk. ebk.)
o 245 $a $b $n $p $c – Title Statement
o 250 $a $b – Edition Statement
o 7XX(s) – Added Entry Name/Title Heading(s) AAP(s)

•

94-96% of respondents selected these elements as essential for e-book records, and 88-90% of respondents
selected them as essential for print-book records. – The only respondents that did not select these elements
as essential for one of the formats are those not currently receiving shelf-ready records for that format.

•

80-90% of respondents selected the following MARC metadata elements as essential to their shelf-ready
record requirements for e-books:
o LDR 07 – Bibliographic level = m (monograph)
o 6XXs – Subject Headings
o 856 $u – Electronic access URL
o 246(s) $a $b $n $p – Variant title(s) (if applicable)
o 490(s) $a $v – Series Statement(s) (if applicable)
o 300 $a $b $c – Physical description
o LDR 06 – Type of record = a (language material)

•

Four of these were also selected by 80-88% of respondents as essential to their shelf-ready record
requirements for print books:
o 6XXs – Subject Headings
o 300 $a $b $c – Physical description
o LDR 07 – Bibliographic level = m (monograph)
o 490(s) $a $v – Series Statement(s) (if applicable)

•

72% of the forty MARC metadata elements listed were selected by 50% or more of the respondents as
essential for their shelf-ready record requirements for e-books, again suggesting that library-preference is for
full, detailed records, as well as for the metadata to be recorded accurately to current standards (RDA).

•

The list of metadata elements includes seven that are only applicable to e-book records:
o 006 00 – Additional characteristics = m (computer file)
o 006 06 – Form of item = o (online)
o 006 09 – Type of computer file =d (document)
o 007 00 – Physical description = c (electronic resource)
o 007 01 – Specific material designation = r (remote)
o 008 23 – Form of item =o (online)
o 856 $u – Electronic access URL

•

If these seven elements are omitted when analysing respondents’ selections for print-book records, 70% of
the remaining thirty-three MARC metadata elements listed were selected as essential by 50% or more of the
respondents.

•

Respondents indicated that the least essential of the forty metadata elements (i.e. those selected as essential
by 12% of respondents or fewer) were:
o 010 $a – Library of Congress Control No.
o 588 $a – Source of descriptive metadata
o 015 $a $2 – National Bibliography No.
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•

Fewer than 30% of the respondents selected the following metadata elements as essential to their shelf-ready
record requirements for print book records, indicating that they are not as crucial as the other MARC fields:
o 505 $a / $t $r – Contents note
o 050 $a $b – Library of Congress Class. No.
o 776(s) – Additional physical format(s)
o 520(s) $a – Summary note(s)

•

Two of these were also selected by fewer than 30% of respondents as essential to their shelf-ready record
requirements for e-books:
o 776(s) – Additional physical format(s)
o 050 $a $b – Library of Congress Class. No.

Overall, there wasn’t a single one of the forty suggested metadata elements that wasn’t considered to be essential
by any of the respondents. This indicates that there is customer-demand for shelf-ready records to contain rich,
detailed metadata rather than to be of a basic level of bibliographic description.
In addition to the forty MARC metadata elements listed in question 23, the following elements were also suggested
by respondents as being essential to shelf-ready record requirements:
• 880s - Alternate Graphic Representation fields – e.g. where the resource is in a non-roman script that
has been transliterated in the record, this field is used to record the same data in the non-roman script.
• 506 – Restrictions on Access Note (if applicable) – e.g. if a resource is Open Access.
• 533 – Reproduction note – e.g. Electronic reproduction (where record describes the original item)
• 060 / 650 2 - National Library of Medicine Class. No. and Subject Headings
There were also some institution-specific local requirements given in response to this question:
o “For e-books we have a locally formatted series field.”
o “For e-books we want [local] field 595 with the name of the supplier.”
o “We require 94X fields containing order data (EOD)”
o “We require a local field containing barcodes, locations and item types”
Other comments included:
o “We would like to have some of the elements but have not marked them as essential because we
can add them on load locally, e.g., 006/007/33X”
o “I think it is really important to aim for all of the very achievable above options.”
The majority of respondents consider MARC fields containing the following accurately recorded descriptive and
authority-controlled metadata elements as essential to their shelf-ready record requirements:
13. Title(s) – including authorised Title Heading(s) (if applicable).
24X
14. Creator(s) – including authorised Name Heading(s)
1XX/7XX
15. Subjects – including authorised Subject Headings
65X
16. Resource-type and format data in Leader and Control Fields
LDR/006/007/008
17. ISBNs
020
18. Edition data (if applicable).
250
19. Publication/Imprint data
264
20. Physical description (pagination etc.) data
3XX
21. Series – including authorised Series Heading(s) (if applicable). 490/830
22. Electronic access URL – for e-book
856
23. Item classmark (LC/DDC/UDC as specified by library)
050/082/080
24. EOD – order info
9XX
The inclusion of additional descriptive metadata elements such as contents notes, abstracts and summaries
(5XX), are also desirable to a number of respondents, but are not generally considered to be crucial. – This also
applies to unique bibliographic identifiers, such as LoC and National Bibliography control numbers (010/015).
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25. Libraries’ Experiences with Shelf-Ready MARC Records from Framework Suppliers
The final part of the survey provided respondents with an opportunity to give further detail about their library’s
experiences with and opinions about potential improvements for shelf-ready MARC records supplied via the
Framework. The main themes that emerged from respondents’ free-text comments were:
Accuracy of the Metadata in Shelf-Ready Records:
“There should be a minimum standard of accuracy and required MARC fields applied across all suppliers”
o Fields that are ‘machine generated using publisher provided metadata’ are often problematic as they
can contain mapping-errors (i.e. data in the wrong field or formatted incorrectly).
o Names, Titles and Subject Headings often lack authority control; it is crucial that preferred terms are
used in these authorised headings, otherwise records will not be accurately indexed for discovery.
o Libraries are currently having to spend time correcting errors that should be picked up and corrected
by the supplier, e.g. spelling mistakes, incorrect punctuation, missing/bad diacritics etc.
o “We don't like to see hybrid records, RDA records with bits of AACR2”
Level of Detail in Shelf-Ready Records:
“We would rather have lots of fields rather than brief records where we need to add information.”
o Libraries that have decided not to receive shelf-ready metadata have done so because of their
inconsistent quality across suppliers and formats; many would review this decision if suppliers could
guarantee the quality and detail of their shelf-ready MARC records.
o “We need a clear indication of what level of record is being supplied. And a process for receiving
enhanced/ updated records following our query."
o “We do not require perfection. We need records that serve the various purposes we use them for,
including discovery and verification of works. We also need records that are as future-proof as possible,
and help us to be ready for linked data, not just giving the nod to RDA requirements.”
Need for Clearer Agreed Standards for Functional Shelf-Ready Records:
The schedule for shelf-ready metadata in the current Framework Agreement is not adequate, this is misleading for
suppliers and libraries alike; clearer standards would be mutually beneficial to all Framework stakeholders.
o “Schedule 1 of the current Agreement has rather a lot of outdated elements and errors, e.g. field 440.”
o “The focus of the schedule is on which fields should be present, with little consideration of the quality
of the metadata recorded therein.”
o “We feel there is sometimes insufficient understanding of metadata quality on the part of our supplier
contacts; this can make communication difficult.”
o “Once an error is corrected an additional problem is that this leads to various versions of this record
floating around the ecosystem […] this is problematic for discoverability of material through NBK etc.”
Desire for Value for Money – Incentives for using Shelf-Ready Services:
“Our managers feel that as we are paying for the MARC records we should not be spending time checking
and fixing them; we have found that we still need to make some form of edit to 49% of single-title e-book
records and 60% of shelf-ready print book records after import.”
“The big selling-point of adopting a shelf-ready service is that it should improve workflow efficiency and
streamline the library’s method of ordering, receiving, cataloguing and processing materials, thus freeing
up staff time for other technical projects. At present the amount of record-checking and correction work we
have to do means that we are not realising the efficiencies that were promised and cannot offset a reduction
in staff numbers.”
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Conclusions
The majority of libraries that opt to use shelf-ready services tend to use a variety of suppliers across various
resource formats. This means that libraries are managing procurement agreements with multiple suppliers, and
are having to communicate with each of them about their shelf-ready requirements.
The Joint Consortia Framework Agreement aims to simplify the processes of print book and e-book acquisitions
for both libraries and suppliers, setting out general terms and conditions for the procurement of library resources,
and standard specifications for shelf-ready services.
At present, however, the Framework Agreement does not contain enough clear and detailed information about
current library metadata standards. In particular, there is insufficient clarity regarding the level of detail and
accuracy that libraries require for their metadata, and no requirement that it meet full RDA and MARC21
standards, meaning that suppliers do not have enough evidence to inform their shelf-ready metadata services.
This has led to a duplication of effort as libraries each negotiate with individual suppliers about their institution’s
shelf-ready record requirements, whilst additionally having to undertake in-house quality-control and correction
processes on incoming records to ensure that they meet their standards, or to correct any errors in the metadata.
This situation puts pressure on libraries to resource record-checking and correction practises, and to coordinate
reporting metadata errors back to suppliers. It also means that there is added demand placed on suppliers to
improve or modify their shelf-ready metadata in response to varying feedback received from their customers.
Ultimately, there is too much ambiguity in the current Framework Agreement for suppliers to be able to
standardise their approach to the creation and supply of shelf-ready records; instead they are faced with
fragmented and occasionally inconsistent requests from their customers, who can appear to have different
institution-specific record requirements.
The data gathered by the NAG Quality of Shelf-Ready Metadata Survey demonstrates that there is a need to
provide up-to-date and standardised recommendations for functional shelf-ready MARC records supplied via
the Framework Agreement. If this consistent approach to shelf-ready MARC record specifications can be agreed
on by all libraries and suppliers signing up to the Framework, it would be to their mutual benefit in making shelfready services fit for purpose, and has the potential to encourage increased business via the Framework.

Recommendations
The responses to survey-questions related to essential MARC metadata elements for shelf-ready records reveal
that a consensus can be found regarding functional shelf-ready metadata requirements. Whilst the majority of
libraries would ideally like to be supplied with full records that contain both detailed and accurate data (to RDA
and MARC21 standards), there is agreement that briefer records are acceptable if suppliers are unable to
provide full, detailed records without a reduction in accuracy (i.e. errors that require in-house correction).
Accordingly, the example records in the following appendix include a guide to the essential MARC fields that
should be accurately recorded in shelf-ready records for print books, e-books and e-textbooks.
The example records contain provision for the inclusion of descriptive contents notes, abstracts and summaries,
plus unique identifiers and linked data elements such as URIs for related name and subject entities. These
elements have been identified as desirable but not necessarily essential to libraries’ metadata requirements,
and should be supplied if possible. These fields have been colour-coded blue in the example records.
The example records also include library specific metadata elements, such as the various classmark fields
that a library may require due to the unique way in which they arrange their collections. Classmark fields have
therefore been colour-coded green alongside a local field (9XX) for the provision of embedded order data (EOD)
and item information in the format and subfields specified by the library.
The example records have been devised with reference to:
• RDA Toolkit (Beta) guidance on Resource Description, in particular Effective Description
• MARC 21 Format for Bibliographic Data which describes MARC tags, subfields and input conventions.
• Library of Congress PCC’s Provider-Neutral E-Resource MARC Record Guide
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Appendix
Recommendations: Shelf-Ready MARC Record – Print Book
MRC

Ind

LDR
001*
003*
005*
008
010
015
020
020
020
020
020
035
040
050
082
100
245
250
264
264
300
336
337
338
490
504
505

##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
00
00
1#
14
##
#1
#4
##
##
##
##
1#
##
0

520

##

650
650
650
650
650
650
650
650
655
776

#0
#0
#0
#0
#7
#7
#7
#7
#7
08

830
9XX

#0
##

Key: Essential / Desirable / As specified by library / * system-generated data
*****nam##22*****#i#4500
on1104860649
OCoLC
20200318083226.0
******t20202020enka#####b####001#0#eng##
$a ##2019023989
$a GBC007900 $2 bnb
$a 9781509530137 $q (hardcover)
$a 1509530134 $q (hardcover)
$a 9781509530144 $q (paperback)
$a 1509530142 $q (paperback)
$z 9781509530168 $q (ebook)
$a (OCoLC)on1104860649
$a DLC $b eng $e rda $d OCLCO
$a ML3790 $b .W52 2020
$a 338.4/778 $2 23
$a Wilkström, Patrik, $e author. $0 http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/nb2010000653
$a The music industry : $b music in the cloud / $c Patrik Wikström.
$a Third edition.
$a Cambridge, UK ; $a Medford, MA : $b Polity Press, $c 2020.
$c ©2020
$a x, 230 pages : $b illustrations ; $c 22 cm.
$a text $b txt $2 rdacontent
$a unmediated $b n $2 rdamedia
$a volume $b nc $2 rdacarrier
$a Digital media and society series
$a Includes bibliographical references (pages 199-223) and index.
$a Intro -- Front Matter -- Introduction: Music in the Cloud – 1. A Copyright Industry – 2. Inside the
Music Industry – 3. Music and the Media – 4. Making Music – 5. The Social and Creative Music Fan –
6. Future Sounds -- References -- Index.
$a Since the first edition was published in 2009, Patrik Wikström's book has become a go-to text for
students and scholars. This thoroughly updated third edition provides an international overview of the
music industry and its future prospects in the world of global entertainment.
$a Music trade. $0 http://id.loc.gov/authorities/subjects/sh85088944
$a Sound recording industry. $0 http://id.loc.gov/authorities/subjects/sh85125388
$a Music and the Internet. $0 http://id.loc.gov/authorities/subjects/sh2004002303
$a Music $x Social aspects. $0 http://id.loc.gov/authorities/subjects/sh85088891
$a Music and the Internet. $2 fast $0 (OCoLC)fst01200152
$a Music $x Social aspects. $2 fast $0 (OCoLC)fst01030444
$a Music trade. $2 fast $0 (OCoLC)fst01030641
$a Sound recording industry. $2 fast $0 (OCoLC)fst01127019
$a History. $2 fast $0 (OCoLC)fst01411628
$i Online version: $a Wikström, Patrik, $t The music industry $b Third edition. $d Cambridge ;
Medford : Polity, 2020. $z 9781509530168 $w (DLC) 2019023990
$a Digital media and society series. $0 http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/no2007139966
$a EOD and item data
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Recommendations: Shelf-Ready MARC Record – E-Book or E-Textbook
MRC

Ind

LDR
001*
003*
005*
006
007
008
010
015
020
020
020
035
040
050
082
100
245
250
264
264
300
336
337
338
347
347
490
504
505

##
##
##
##
##
##
##
00
00
1#
14
##
#1
#4
##
##
##
##
##
##
1#
##
0

520

##

533

##

588
650
650
650
650
650
650
650
650
655
776

##
#0
#0
#0
#0
#7
#7
#7
#7
#7
08

830
856
9XX

#0
40
##

Key: Essential / Desirable / As specified by library / * system-generated data
*****nam##22*****#i#4500
on1104910376
OCoLC
20200318123925.0
m#####o##d########
cr#cn\||||||||
******t20202020enka####ob####001#0#eng##
$a ##2019023989
$a GBC007900 $2 bnb
$a 9781509530168 $q (ebook)
$z 9781509530137 $q (hardcover)
$z 9781509530144 $q (paperback)
$a (OCoLC)on1104910376
$a DLC $b eng $e rda $d OCLCO
$a ML3790 $b .W52 2020
$a 338.4/778 $2 23
$a Wilkström, Patrik, $e author. $0 http://id.loc.gov/authorities/names/nb2010000653
$a The music industry : $b music in the cloud / $c Patrik Wikström.
$a Third edition.
$a Cambridge, UK ; $a Medford, MA : $b Polity Press, $c 2020.
$c ©2020
$a 1 online resource (x, 230 pages) : $b illustrations.
$a text $b txt $2 rdacontent
$a computer $b c $2 rdamedia
$a online resource $b cr $2 rdacarrier
$a text file $2 rdaft
$b HTML/PDF
$a Digital media and society series
$a Includes bibliographical references (pages 199-223) and index.
$a Intro -- Front Matter -- Introduction: Music in the Cloud – 1. A Copyright Industry – 2. Inside the
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